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DAVID CUMMISKEY

CONSEQUENTIALISM,

EGOISM, AND THE MORAL
LAW

(Received2 August,1988)
I. KANT ON UTILITARIANISM

It is often claimed that Kant rejectedutilitarianism.The basis for this
claim, however,is not entirelyclear. It would, of course, be foolish to
deny that Kant'sethical writingshave a distinctlynon-utilitarianflavor.
One clear example is his discussionof punishment(1797a: 331-334)
and anotherexample is his essay "On the Alleged Right to Tell a Lie
from a Benevolent Motive"'. In these cases, and many others, Kant
exhibits his non-consequentialist tendencies. Furthermore, Kant's
supreme principle of morality,the categoricalimperative,is not the
principle of utility. Indeed, Kant claims that all of "the confusions of
philosophersconcerningthe supremeprincipleof morals"resultsfrom
their failure to see "thatthe moral law is that which first defines the
concept of the good" (1788: 64). In contrastto teleologicalaccountsof
moral reasons, Kant's"secondproposition"in the first chapterof the
Groundworkstates.
An action done from duty has its moral worth, not in the purpose to be attainedby it,
but in the maximwith which it is decided upon ... the moral worth of an action does
not depend on the resultexpectedfrom it, and so too does not depend on any principle
of action that needs to borrowits motive from this expected result ... nothingbut the
idea of the law in itself, which admittedlyis present only in a rationalbeing ... can
constitutethe pre-eminentgood we call moral(1785:400-401).

Kant arguesthat the moralworth of an action done from duty does not
depend on the consequences of the action, but depends only on the
legislativeform of the maxim.He concludesthat the principleof right,
which determinesthe moral permissibilityof maximsof action, is "the
categorical imperative ... act only on that maxim through which you

can at the same time will that it should become a universallaw"(1785:
421). It thus seems that one of Kant'scentralclaims is that the moral
PhilosophicalStudies57:111-134, 1989.
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law (the right) is not to be understood as that which maximizesthe
good. If Kant is correct,then it would seem that utilitarianism,and any
other consequentialistnormative principle, is misguided. It is thus
claimedthat Kantiandeontologyinvolvesa priorityof the rightover the
good and thus at the most fundamentallevel it opposes classical
utilitarianteleology.
Nonetheless, a careful reading of Kant reveals that he did not
adequatelyconsider utilitarianismor other consequentialistnormative
theories. A consequentialistnormative theory is any theory which
asserts that the fundamentalnormativeprinciple directs us to bring
aboutgood ends. Kant'sargumentsfocus on questionsof moralmotivation and the justification of normative principles, but not on the
structureof the principle of right. Kant argues that the determining
ground of the will must be a formal principleof duty, but even if the
argumentsfor this conclusion succeed, they do not show that the
material or content of the basic normativeprincipledoes not involve
promotingthe good. In short, Kant'sargumentsmay show that a moral
agent does not promote the good because of inclination,but they do
not rule out a duty-based consequentialism:that is, a duty-based
justificationof a principleof rightwhichis consequentialistin structure.
Indeed, most of his argumentsare fully consistent with such a conclusion.
Kant did not defend normativeconsequentialism.Indeed, he seems
to interpretthe content of the principleof right such that it generates
agent-centeredconstraintson the pursuit of moral goals. But, if the
argumentswhich follow are correct, then it will be an open question
whether the form and content of the moral law generate such constraints.The answerwill turnon controversialconsiderationswhich are
independentfrom Kant'sdiscussionof moral motivationand the form
of the moral law - for example, the adequacy of the distinction
between perfect and imperfect duties, the extent of required aid to
others,and the scope of acceptableor requiredcoercionin the enforcement of the moral law. In another paper, I have argued that these
aspects of Kant'snormativetheory do not succeed in generatingagentcenteredconstraints.In this paper,I intendto show that this conclusion
is compatiblewith Kant'sdiscussionof the legislativeform of the moral
law, his theory of the good, and his accountof moralmotivation.2Since
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contemporary ethical theorists consider Kant's arguments in the
Groundworkand the Critiqueof PracticalReason as straightforwardly
it is importantto correctthismisconception.
anti-consequentialist,
In section (II), I discuss Kant's account of the good will and his
distinction between purposes adopted from inclinationand purposes
adopted from a sense of duty and, in section (III), I discuss Kant's
related distinctionbetween formal and materialmaxims.In these two
sections, I argue that, since the formal/materialdistinctionhas to do
with the motivationof a moral agent and not the content of the moral
law, consequentialistnormativeprinciplesneed not be materialprinciples. In section (IV), I argue that Kant's theory of the good is
consistent with a consequentialistnormativeprinciple.In addition, I
arguethat Kant'sargumentsfor his conclusionsabout the good do not
rule out any non-egoistconsequentialistprinciple.These three sections
establish that there are good reasons for doubting that Kant's arguments demonstratethe inadequacyof normativeconsequentialism.In
sections (V)-(VI), I consider three argumentsfrom the Critiqueof
PracticalReason which purportto establishthat the morallaw must be
a formalprinciple.In each case we shall see that Kant'sconclusionsare
compatible with a consequentialistinterpretationof the matter or
content of the moral law. In addition,I maintainthat Kant'spoint was
to establishthat moral motivation,unlike empiricalmotivation,is not
based on subjective desire or the pleasure we experience when our
inclinations are satisfied. Kant's target was a sophisticatedform of
hedonisticrationalegoism, not consequentialism.It is thus not surprising that Kant's argumentsfor the formalityof the moral law fail to
providegood reasonsfor rejectingnormativeconsequentialism.
II. THE GOOD WILL AND CONSEQUENTIALISM

H. J. Paton has claimed that as a consequenceof a valid argumentin
the first chapterof the Groundwork,Kant "rejectsall forms of utilitarianism".3Since Paton does not formulatethe alleged argument,let us
consider Kant'svarious remarksand see if they provide a reason for
rejectingconsequentialistnormativeprinciples.
Kant does claim that "a good will is not good because of what it
effects or accomplishes - because of its fitness for attainingsome
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proposed end" (1785: 394), "the moral worth of an action does not
depend on the resultexpected from it, and so too does not depend on
any principle of action that needs to borrow its motive from this
expected result"(1785: 401). There are three conclusionshere:(i) Kant
correctlyarguesthat the moralworthof an action,in so far as it reflects
on the agent,does not depend on the actual effects or consequencesof
the action;but (ii) he does not demonstratethe additionalconclusion
that its worth does not depend on the result the agent expectedfrom
the action;and (iii) he does not demonstratethat the good will is not
good because of its fitness for attainingsome proposed end; that is, its
tendencyto bringaboutgood effectsor consequences.
Leaving aside the problem of negligence, a consequentialistcan
accept the first conclusion:an agent is praisedor blamedfor what she
conscientiouslystrives to accomplish;if the goal was good and the
means was the best the agent could forsee, then she has done all she
can; her conduct is admirable,the consequencesbe what they may. A
consequentialistcan maintainthat the practice of praisingor blaming
on the basis of an agent'sintentions,ratherthan actualconsequences,is
the best means of promotingthe good. The first of Kant'sconclusionsis
compatiblewith the thesis that a good will strivesto bringabut the best
possible outcomes. Indeed, a good will may be good because it has a
propensityto bring about good ends. It does not produce good consequences in every case; but it is still a reliable source of good consequences. An additionalargumentis necessaryto show that a good will
is not good because of its fitnessfor bringingaboutgood consequences.
Since only this additional conclusion conflicts with consequentialism
and since we shall see that it does not follow from Kant'sarguments,
Kant has not produced a valid argumentsufficientto undermine"all
formsof utilitarianism".
Kant presents three related considerationsto support his complex
conclusion.Kant states that (a) we believe that an act performedwith
good intentionshas moral worth, and we admirethe agent,even when
no good results (1785: 394); that (b) other natural causes, like the
weatheror the tides can promote good outcomes, yet these events do
not have the same moral worth as acts performedby conscientious
moralagents(1785: 401). These two remarksonly show that the moral
worth of an action does not depend on the actual outcome of the
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action;they do not show thatthe moralworthof an actionhas nothingto
do with its fitness for bringingabout good outcomes.Indeed, Christine
Korsgaardhas argued that the point of the above remarksis not to
refuteconsequentialismbut ratherto elucidatethe special kind of value
that we attributeto a good will;Kant'sremarksdo not refutenormative
consequentialismbecause they are not intended as argumentsagainst
The question,however,is whetherthe special value
consequentialism.4
of the good will is compatiblewith consequentialism.Kant'sfirst two
remarksprovideno reasonfor rejectingnormativeconsequentialism.
Kant's argumentin his preface seems to get to the heart of the
matter.Kant explains,(c) if an action is to have moralworthit must be
done from a sense of duty and not simplyfrom a contingentinclination;
when actions which accord with duty are performedsimplybecause of
some inclination "the non-moral ground at work will now and then
produce actions which accord with the law, but very often actions
which transgressit", when actions are not performed"for the sake of
the moral law . . . the conformity is only too contingentand precarious"
(1785: 390; emphasisadded). In evaluatingthe moral worth of an act
we must consider whetherthe agent intendedto do her duty;it is only
when an agent intends to do what is rightthat there is some assurance
that the act was not just a fortuitousevent. An agent's conscientious
performanceof duty is likely to be rooted in a virtuouscharacterand,
thus, unlike the selfish agent whose actions contingentlyconform to
duty, the conscientiousagent is likely to continue to act in conformity
to duty. Of course, even conscientious moral agents are capable of
error or self-deception;but it is nonethelessmore reasonableto count
on the dutiful conduct of a conscientiousmoral agent. Clearly,this is
not a non-consequentialistargumentfor the goodness of a good will.
Indeed,here we have the beginningof a consequentialistexplanationof
the moralimportanceof a good will.
This consequentialistexplanationof the moral importanceof the
good will is in tension with Kant'sthesis that the goodness of the good
will is completely intrinsic to its willing. The issue, however, is whether

Kanthas good reasonsfor this thesis. StephenDarwallhas commented
that a more sympatheticinterpretationof this last argumentwouldbe as
follows. Unless an agent guides her conduct by her own sense of right,
it will only be fortuitousthat she does what she regardsas right (i.e.
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whatis rightin her own view).In the above interpretation,the emphasis
was on the externalconsequencesof the actions.On this interpretation,
the emphasisis on an agent'sinternalaffirmationof principlesand the
conformityof her acts to these principles.Two points aboutthis version
of the argument.First, even this version is consequentialist.The idea is
that moral reasons should supremely regulate an agent's conduct
because otherwiseit will be fortuitousthat the agent acts in ways she
regardsas right.The argumentstill bases the idea of moral autonomy,
viz., an agent's conduct should be supremely regulated by moral
reasons, on the greater reliabilityof the "internalcondition"of the
motive of dutyfor producingsomething"external"- rightacts. Second,
the central issue is whether Kant produced a refutation of consequentialistnormative theories. On Darwall'sinterpretation,the principle the agent affirms may still be a consequentialist normative
principle. Neither version of this argument provides a reason for
rejectingthe principleof utility,or any other consequentialistprinciple,
as a principleof right.On either version,a morallygood agent may be
an agent who conscientiouslyperformsaction which tend to produce
the greatestoverallgood.
Kant'sfirst three argumentsdo not supporteitherthe conclusionthat
a good will is not good becauseof its fitnessfor furtheringgood ends or
the conclusionthat the moral law must be purelyformal.Perhapsit is
Kant's"secondproposition"in the Groundworkwhich is supposed to
refute all forms of consequentialism.Why does Kant claim that the
moralworth of an action does not depend on the purposeof the action
or the result expected from the action, but does depend on the maxim
of the actionandthe idea of the law?5
Immediatelyprior to presentingthe second proposition Kant presents four examples of the motive of duty versus inclination;the most
famous of which is the example of the contrastbetween the naturally
sympatheticperson and the dutifulphilanthropist(1885: 397-399). At
the beginningof this exampleKantstatesthat "tohelp otherswhereone
can is a duty;"but he then claims that the actions of sympathetic
persons in spreadinghappinessaroundthem have "no genuinelymoral
worth."Kant'sphilanthropist,on the other hand, has no inclinationto
help others and may even be personally averse to such actions, but
nonetheless helps those in need because it is a duty. Now Kant has
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taken much abuse for this example and conclusion,6but for present
purposeslet us accept Kant'saccountand see whatfollows from it. The
point of the exampleis to comparetwo actions both of which have the
same purpose but which have distinctdetermininggrounds,or maxims.
The naturallysympatheticperson, like the dutiful philanthropist,has
the immediatepurpose of helping others;both individualshelp others
for its own sake and "withoutany further motive of vanity or selfinterest".Nonetheless,the immediatereason or motive of their actions
are distinct.Dutifulpersons have the purposeof helpingothersbecause
it is a duty; sympatheticpersons have the purpose of helping others
because "they find an inner pleasure in spreadinghappiness around
them".The dutifulperson is moved to help others because it is a duty,
the sympatheticperson is moved to help others because it is pleasant.
In this sense the maxims or determininggrounds of the actions are
distinct even though the purposes are the same. In consideringKant's
position we must keep in mind this distinctionbetween the purpose of
the action and the determiningground,maxim,or motive for adopting
the purpose.Since, accordingto Kant,an action has moralworthif and
only if it is done from duty, only the actions of the dutifulperson have
moral worth.Since both the dutifulperson and the sympatheticperson
have the same purpose, the moral worth of an action done from duty
must involve the determiningground or reason why the purpose is
adoptedand not simplythe purposeof the action.
Now, does any of this providea reasonfor rejectingconsequentialist
normativeprinciples?First, Kant distinguishesactions determinedby
duty and actions determined by inclination and argues that dutiful
actions have moral worth.Since a consequentialistcan aim to promote
the good becauseof a conceptionof its rightnessor a sense of duty,and
not because of a naturalinclination,the above distinctionprovides no
reason for denying moral worth to actions based on a consequentialist
normative principle. Second, Kant argues that the moral worth of
actions done from duty does not depend, as its determiningground,on
the purpose of the action but ratheron the maximof the action.Nonetheless,the ultimatepurposeof all dutifulaction may be to promotethe
greatest possible good. Kant's example of the dutiful philanthropist,
who acts in accordancewith the duty of makingthe happinessof others
his or her end, clearly shows that in this passage Kant is not arguing
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against a consequentialistaccount of the content of the moral law. In
these sections of the Groundwork,Kanthas not arguedagainstthe view
thata conscientiousmoralagentstrivesto promotethe greatestgood.
Kant'sthesis is that, if an action is to have moral worth, the determininggroundof the will cannotbe the innerpleasurewe experiencein
performingthe action or any desire for personal benefit. As a consequence, the purpose of the action, considered independentlyfrom its
determiningground, cannot be the source of its moral worth. Kant
concludes, however, that the moral law is purely formal:it determines
the will because of its legislativeform alone and not because of any
material content (1788: 48). The implication seems to be that all
principleswith materialcontent presuppose,as the determiningground
of the will,a desirefor personalbenefitor pleasure.
III. FORMAL AND MATERIAL PRINCIPLES

Before we turn to Kant's account of moral motivationand his arguments that the moral law is a formal principle,we must first clarifyhis
distinctionbetweenthe formandthe matterof a principle.Kantwrites,
all practicalprincipleswhich presupposean object (material)of the facultyof desire as
the determininggroundof the will are withoutexceptionempirical(material)... by the
term "materialof the facultyof desire,"I understandan object whose realityis desired
(1788: 21).

Kant intends to prove that moral maximsmust be formalmaxims.The
formal/materialdistinction,however,leaves room for a broad interpretation, which classifiesas a 'materialmaxim'any maximwhich aims to
realize a set of ends, or a narrow interpretationwhich classifies as a
'materialmaxim'maximswhich have as their aim the satisfactionof a
mere inclinationor desire.On the narrowinterpretationit is the motive
for adopting a principle and not the content of the principle which
determineswhetheror not it is a materialprinciple.It is easy to conflate
these two possibilities.Paton,for example,states that "themoralmaxim
is not based on any mere inclinationto producecertainresults:it holds
irrespectiveof the ends which the action is intended to produce"7. If
the maximof my action is to promote the greatestgood, whateverthe
consequencesto my self-interest,then the maximdoes not hold "irrespectiveof the ends whichthe action is intendedto produce."Nonethe-
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less, we need not presuppose that the basis of the action is a "mere
inclination."More generally,when Kant talks about materialmaxims
presupposing"subjectiveends" he can mean either "endsof a subject"
or "endswhich satisfythe interestsor inclinationsof the subject."If he
means the former,consequentialistprinciplesare material.If he means
the latter,consequentialistprinciplesneed not be material.
Kant does state that any principlewhich presupposesas its determininggroundan object whose realityis desiredis a materialprinciple.
Since consequentialistprinciplespresupposea conception of the good
(object), one might claim that they are materialprinciples.The issue,
however, is whether the principle "presupposesas its determining
ground"a desire for an object; the issue is not whether the principle
presupposesa conceptionof the good. Consequentialistprinciplesneed
not presupposethat all rationalbeings,independentfrom their sense of
duty, in fact desire the good (object) that they ought to promote. A
dutiful consequentialistmay strive to promote the general good, not
becauseof a naturalinclinationto do so, but becauseit is the rightthing
to do.
If the formal/materialdistinctioninvolvesthe reasonor motive of an
agent adoptinga moral principleand not the purposeor contentof the
principle,then consequentialistprinciplesare not necessarilymaterial
principles.Neo-Kantiansare thus faced with a problem:if the formal/
material distinction has to do with moral motivation and not the
content of the principleof right,then how can Kant'sargumentsfor the
formalityof the morallaw ruleout consequentialistprinciplesof right?
I believe that Kant'sposition is clear. Since, as Kant often states, all
maximshave a matteror content (1785: 436), his point is to emphasize
that the determiningground or motive of a moral agent cannot be a
mere inclinationto bring about some state of affairs.Indeed, Kant's
doctrine that, if there is a categoricalimperative,then somethingmust
exist as an end-in-itself,as an "objectiveend" for all rationalbeings,
demonstratesthat not all ends of a subjectare "subjectiveends"(1785:
427-428). In addition, Kant'sexamples of the motive of duty in the
Groundworkclearlydemonstratethat duty may requireus to promote
good consequences (1785: 397-400). As Kant explicitly states, "to
help others where one can is a duty"(1785: 398). As we saw above,
both the sympatheticperson and the dutifulperson act directly,without
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any furthergoal, so as to promote the happinessof others. The difference is that the determiningground of the will of the sympathetic
person is inclinationnot duty. (Kant'sconception of an objective end
and its compatibilitywith normativeconsequentialismare discussedat
greaterlengthbelow.)
Consequentialistnormativeprinciplesare materialprinciplesonly if
there is a necessaryor causal link between the content of a principle
and the motive for adoptingthe principle.For example,if all principles
which aim to promote an end presuppose a desire for pleasure,then
any principlewhich presupposesan end would be based on hedonistic
self-interest.In other words, if (phenomenal)psychologicalhedonism
were true, then all materialprincipleswould be principlesof self-love
(rationalegoism).I returnto this point in sections (IV)-(VI). We shall
see that it is the assumptionof psychologicalhedonism which leads
Kantto rejectconsequentialistnormativeprinciples.
IV. KANT'S THEORY OF THE GOOD8

We have been focusing on Kant's distinction between formal and
material maxims and I have suggested that, since one can adopt a
consequentialistnormative principle because of a conception of its
rightness,even if we are not naturallyinclined to promote the good,
consequentialistnormativeprinciplesmay have a "determiningground"
which is in the requisitesense formal.There is, however, an independent reason for thinkingthat the determininggroundof the moral will
must be a non-consequentialistformal principle.According to Kant,
"themoral law is that which first determinesthe concept of the good".
It is only afterone has discovereda "lawwhich directlydeterminedthe
will a priori"that one can seek an object suitable to the good will
(1788: 64). A good will is a perfectly rational will; that is, rational
action is conduct supremely regulatedby moral laws. The object of
rationalwilling or a good will is the good. We must first discover the
morallaws which regulaterationalconductand then we can determine
what is good. Since consequentialistnormativeprinciplesrequireus to
promote the good, it mightbe claimedthat all such principleshave the
foundationsof duty backwards:the good does not determinethe moral
law, the morallaw determineswhatis good. Priorto consideringKant's
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arguments for the formality of the moral law, it is necessary to address

this objection.
I offerthreeresponses.
(1) On Kant'stheory of the good, we will the good because it is the
object of rationalaction (1785: 413 and 1788: 57-66). Kant'stheory
of the good is rathercomplicated;for a detailed discussion,I refer the
reader to ChristineKorsgaard'srecent papers.9But the basic idea is as
follows. We all know that a good will is the only thing good without
qualificationand that a good will is a rationalwill. Kant maintainsthat
rationalnatureis the source of all value and is thus the only thingwhich
has unconditionalvalue. All other goods have conditionalvalue; and
the condition of their value is the actual choice of rationalbeings. As
Korsgaardputs it, rationalchoice has "value-conferring"
status.Rational
nature sets itself apart from the rest of nature because it can act on
principle,that is, rationalbeings have the capacity to (freely) choose
and act on ends. When chosen rationally,when the condition of their
value is met, our ends are objectivelygood. According to Kant, the
ends of rationalacts are good, because they are the objects of rational
acts. Leaving aside complicationsand details, Kant maintainsthat, in
some importantsense, the good is determinedby the practicallaw or
objectiveprincipleswhichdeterminethe rationalwill.
Nonetheless, even if the practicallaw which determinesthe practically good must be a formalprincipleof rationalwilling,the matterof
the law may involve promoting the greatest overall good. I shall
questionthe plausibilityof Kant'stheoryof the good below;but, for the
moment, let us accept Kant's account of the nature of value (or
Korsgaard'sinterpretationof Kant'sview) - that is, rationalnatureis
the source of all value and is thus the only thing that has unconditional
value. All other things only have value insofar as they are chosen by
rationalbeings. On Kant'sview, as interpretedby Korsgaard,the good
consists of the unconditionallyvaluableand the conditionallyvaluable.
Withinthe good there is a lexical priorityof value:unconditionalvalue
may never be sacrificedto conditionalvalue. That is, rationalbeings
and the basic conditions necessary for their existence may never be
sacrificedin order to promote happinessor other conditionalvalue.'0
But such a hierarchyof value is simplynot inconsistentwith normative
consequentialism.Even if one accepts the claim that rationalnaturehas
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value-conferringstatusand thus also has unconditionalvalue,the moral
law may nonethelessinvolve promotingthe good. On this interpretation
of Kant, we have an unconditionalduty to promote conditionalvalue
(we have a duty to promote the happinessof others in so far as we are
able) and, given Kant's theory of value, we ought to promote the
conditionsnecessaryfor the existence of rationalbeings (the unconditionally valuable). A consequentialistnormative principle tells us to
promote the good. If one accepts Kant'stwo levels of value, then one
must first promote the unconditionallygood and then promote the
conditionallygood, but one must still strive to promote the greatest
good. I'

More generally,it is crucial that one distinguishthe foundationor
justificationof one's basic normativeprincipleand the principleitself.
As such diverse consequentialistsas R. M. Hare, J. C. Harsanyi,J. S.
Mill, and G. E. Moore clearlyindicate,there are manyroads leadingto
a consequentialistnormativeprinciple- some of them teleologicalat
the foundationallevel some of them not. Hare'suniversalprescriptivism
arguesfrom the logic of moralconcepts to a consequentialistnormative
principle. Harsanyiargues that in a Rawlsian "originalposition"free
and equal rational contractors would maximize average utility by
choosing a rule utilitariandecision strategy.And then there is Mill's
naturalism,Moore's intuitionism,and several other recent alternatives.
Kant's theory of the good is distinct. The concept of rationalaction
determineswhat is good. Nonetheless, the matter of the fundamental
normative principle may be to promote the greatest good. In more
Kantianterminology,the form of the principleof rationalaction may
determinethe content of the good, but the matterof the principlemay
nonetheless involve promoting the good. Kant's contention that the
form of the moral law determinesthe acceptablematteror content is
consistentwith a duty-basedconsequentialism.(Kant'sargumentfor the
priorityof formover matteris presentedandconsideredbelow.)
(2) Kant'stheory of the good is compatiblewith normativeconsequentialism.It is worth noting, however,that Kant'sspecific argument
for his conclusionabout the practicallygood does not rule out a more
standardconsequentialisttheory of the good. Kant writes, "the practically good is that which determinesthe will by concepts of reason,and
thereforenot by subjectivecauses,but objectively- that is, on grounds
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valid for every rationalbeing as such"(1785: 413). Kant distinguishes
being moved by subjectivecauses or inclinationsand being guided by
reason,and he states that practicalgood determinesthe will by reasons
which are valid for all rationalbeings. Kant'sargumentfor this conclusion is as follows.'2 (i) If the concept of the practicallygood is not
derived from a practicallaw, "it can only be the concept of something
whose existencepromisespleasureand thus determinesthe causalityof
the subject(the facultyof desire) to produce it" (1788: 58). According
to Kant,practicalgood is either based on a practicallaw or it is based
on a desire for pleasure. (ii) But good and evil are not the same as
pleasantand unpleasant(1788: 58). We distinguishour well-being(Das
Wohl) and the good (Das Gute) (1788: 59). (iii) An action may lead to
much unhappinessfor the subject and still be good or lead to much
happiness for the subject and still be evil (1788: 60). (iv) Thus, the
practicallygood is not the furtheringof our personal happinessbut a
"mannerof acting"which is derived from a practicallaw (1788: 60ff).
A practicallaw (moral law) determinesthe concept of the practically
good.
This argumentprovides no justificationfor rulingout a consequentialist normativeprinciple (practicallaw) which is not hedonistic and
egoistic. At most, Kant establishesthat practicalgood involves acting
on principleand it does not involve mere inclinationor the furthering
of personal happiness.The argumentdoes not rule out all consequentialist principles of action. Consider each part of his argument:(i)
Consequentialistprinciplesprovide reasons for actions and they need
not groundthe morallaw on our personalwell being or on a desire for
pleasure.(ii) According to many consequentialistprinciples,good and
evil are not the same as pleasantand unpleasant.(iii) An action may be
requiredby a consequentialistprincipleeven thoughit does not further
my happinessand an action may lead to much personalhappinessbut
nonetheless be impermissible.(iv) It follows that the above argument
does not rule out consequentialistnormativeprinciples.The practical
law which determines the practicallygood may be the principle of
promotingthe greatestoverallgood. A good will may be good because
it strivesto promotethe good withoutregardto its self-interest.
Kant'sargumentsonly show that the motive for promotingthe good
can not be hedonic self-interest.But, Kant has not made some sort of
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logical blunder. His point was to emphasize that moral motivation,
unlike empirical motivation, is non-hedonic and non-egoistic. As a
consequence of his psychologicalhedonism, he does not adequately
consideralternativeconsequentialistnormativeprinciples.
(3) Thus far I have arguedthat a Kantianlexical priorityof value is
not inconsistentwith a consequentialistnormativeprincipleand thatthe
practicallaw which determinesthe practicallygood may be a consequentialistprinciple.In addition,the argumentfor the conclusion that
rational nature is unconditionally valuable is not convincing. As
developed by Korsgaard, Kant's argument maintains that rational
nature is unconditionallyvaluable because it is the condition of all
value. What is the basis of this inference?An obvious candidateis the
following principle:If somethingis a necessarycondition of all value,
then that thinghas unconditionalvalue.Korsgaard'sargumentseems to
be the following:13Withoutthe capacityfor rationalchoice there could
be no judgementthat anythinghas unconditionalvalue. Furthermore,
value is not somethingthat exists in the world priorto and independent
of the judgementof any rationalagent. Thus, if there is no judgement
that something has value then there is no thing that has value. The
argument concludes that rational nature is unconditionallyvaluable
because it is the conditionof all value.Since havingunconditionalvalue
and existing as an end-in-itselfare equivalent,it follows that rational
natureexistsas an end-in-itself.
The argumentassumes that a necessarycondition of all value must
be unconditionallyvaluable.Is this a plausibleinference?In cases that
do not involve a necessarycondition of all value, the inferenceis not
plausible.For example,assume that a necessarycondition of tomatoes
being valuable is that there are beings that are hungry. It does not
follow that the existence of hungrybeings is unconditionallyvaluable.
Similarly,assume that the condition of all value is a good will (or
rationalnature);for example, a person's happinessis valuablein proportion to his or her virtue (or the realizationof ends is valuableif the
ends are chosen rationally).Why shouldit follow thatvirtue(or rational
nature) is unconditionallyvaluable?From the premise that ends are
only valuableif they are rationallychosen it follows that rationalnature
brings value into the world, but it does not follow that rationalnature
has unconditional value. On the contrary, it may be the case that
rationalnaturehas valueonly if it in factbringsvalueinto the world.
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Korsgaard sometimes writes as if value is some stuff and as if
rationalbeings are full of this value and are the "source"of this stuff.
She writes, "goodness,as it were, flows into the world from the good
will" 14. This is, I assume,simplya metaphor;but it is clearlyill chosen.
After all, "theprimaryadvantageof the Kantiantheory of goodness"is
suppose to be that even "intrinsicvalue ... is not ontological"15. Since
Kantianvalue is not ontological,rationalbeings do not need to be full
of value to be a conditionof value. Since prior to rationalchoice there
is no value, it would be preferableto say that value is producedby or
originatesfrom rationalbeings.But why then should one conclude that
rationalbeings have value independentlyfrom and over and above the
valuetheyproduce?6
This last point is worth noting, but it is not essential to the main
argumentof this paper. Even if there is a good argumentfor a lexical
priorityof value, Kant'stheoryof the good does not providea basis for
rejectinga consequentialistnormativeprinciple.First, Kant'stheory of
the conditionallygood and the unconditionallygood, a lexical priority
of value, is compatiblewith the normativeprinciplethat one ought to
promote the good. Second, given Kant's argument,the practicallaw
which determinespracticalgood may be a non-egoisticconsequentialist
principle.
With this objection out of the way we may returnto where we left
off. In the previous two sections, I arguedthat even if the determining
ground of the fundamentalmoral principle is a conception of its
rightness,the fundamentalmoral principlestill has an end or content
and the principlecould be consequentialistin structure.If one accepts
Kant'sargumentsand normativeconsequentialism,then a conscientious
moral agent strivesto promote the good because it is rightor required
by a practicallaw. On Kant'sview, however, a good-willed person is
determined to perform actions because the maxim of the action has
universalform; it is the universalform which makes the action right.
The issue thus becomes whether or not Kant's arguments,that the
determiningground of the moral law is its universalform, provide a
reason for rejectinga consequentialistinterpretationof the moral law's
content. In the process of consideringthis issue we shall also reconstructand consider the adequacyof Kant'sreasonsfor concludingthat
the form of the moral law is prior to and determinesthe content of the
morallaw.
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V. RATIONAL EGOISM AND THE MORAL LAW

We shall consider three interrelatedargumentsfor Kant'sconclusion,
two in this section and one in the next section, and inquirewhetheror
not these argumentssupport the rejectionof consequentialism.Kant's
argumentsfocused on the principleof self-love, and not on utilitarianism. For our purposes,the principleof self-love can be identifiedwith
psychologicalegoistic hedonism.Indeed,we shall see that his claim that
the moral law must be purely formal results from his misguided
endorsement of psychological hedonism.'7 Of course, that Kant
embraceda version of phenomenalpsychologicalhedonism,whichwas
the prevalent psychological theory of the day, is not news; but the
degree to which psychologicalhedonism infects his moral arguments
has not been adequatelyappreciated.Simplyput, Kant'sargumentthat
the form of the moral law must determineits content presupposesthe
empiricalassumptionof psychologicalhedonism.'"Let us first look at
Kant'sargumentsagainstrationalegoism and then see if they generalize
to all consequentialisms.
(i) One line of argumentin Kant's writings emphasizes the selfevidence of his thesis.Kantclaimsthat we all know that the principleof
furtheringone's own happiness (self-love or rational egoism) is the
direct opposite of the principleof morality.Only those in "theschools",
who have an axe to grind in support of some theory, "are audacious
enough to close their ears to that heavenlyvoice"of moralitywithinus
(1788: 35). Even the "commonestintelligence"can easily and immediately see that the principleof moralityis not the principleof self-love
(1788: 36). Even "a child of say eight or nine years old" can without
doubt distinguishthe requirementsof morality and the incentives of
self-interest(Essays: 286). In the GroundworkKant emphasizesthat
immoralityresults from the "powerfulcounterweightto all the commands of duty ...

the counterweight of his needs and inclinations,"

which makes "the mind waver between motives", and not from an
ignorance of the principles of morality (1785: 403-405 and 410
411). There are many places where Kant makes these sorts of claims.
Accordingto Kant, knowledgeof a moral law, which is not the law of
self-love, is immediately and self-evidently available to all rational
beings. Indeed, Kant even believes that the particularsof duty are
self-evident.
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(ii) Second, Kant also appeals to the moral emotions to show that
the moral law is not based on self-love. Kant at many places draws
attention to the fact that when we act on the basis of self-love we
"cannotsilence the accuser"withinus (1788: 98). Even those who seem
to have been born villains find the reproachesof their behaviorwellgrounded(1788: 61 and 99). Similarly,the feeling of respectfor moral
persons, Kant argues, is something that a rational being necessarily
feels.He writes,
To a humbleplain man, in whom I perceive righteousnessin a higherdegree than I am
conscious of in myself, my mind bows whetherI choose or not.... Respect is a tribute
we cannot refuse to pay to merit whether we will or not; we can indeed outwardly
withholdit, butwe cannothelp feelingit inwardly(1788: 77).

Similarly,Kant arguesthat, no matterwhat we may have gained in the
way of fortuneor the means to happiness,when we compareourselves
with the moral law we feel shame. Since we reproachourselves even
when we otherwisegain, this moralreproachmust come from a "different criterionof judgment".
He who has lost at play may be vexed at himself and his imprudence;but when he is
conscious of havingcheated at play, even thoughhe has won, he must despise himself
as soon as he compareshimself with the moral law. This must thereforebe something
else than one's own happiness.For to have to say to himself,"I am a worthlessman,
thoughI've filled my purse",he must have a differentcriterionof judgmentthan if he
approves of himself and says, "I am a prudent man, for I've enriched my treasure"
(1788: 37).

The standardof self-love, of prudence, is one thing, the standardof
moralityis another.That this is so, Kant thinks, is broughtout if we
reflecton ourexperiencesof the moralemotions.
The primary emphasis of Kant's first two points is that moral
motivationis distinctfrom self-interestedmotivation.Since consequentialismneed not be based on self-interest,these argumentsdo not tell
against a consequentialistnormative principle. Nonetheless, Stephen
Darwall has suggested that there is another argumenthere: "fundamental principlesof moralitymust be a priori principlesif we believe
them to apply to all persons (to all moral agents)and not just to those
who happen to share certain (for example, human) traits."19 Two
points:First, we need to be specific about what we mean by "applyto
all persons." Kantians often maintain that moral principles must
provide a motivatingreason which is sufficientfor all rationalbeings.
But this claim is controversial.One can believe that moral principles
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apply to all persons without also believing that all rational persons
thereby have a sufficientreason to act on the basis of moral reasons.
The universalityof moral principles does not entail that a rational
agent'sbest reasons for action will always be (or will always coincide
with)the demandsof moralreasons.20
Second, fortunately,we can avoid these difficult questions about
motivation and moral reasons. Once again, even if moral reasons
motivate all rational agents, the correct moral reasons could still be
consequentialistin structure.Kant argues that the determiningground
of the morallaw is the legislativeform of the morallaw, but as we have
seen Kant'sargumentsfor this conclusiondo not demonstratethat the
morallaw will have a non-consequentialistcontent.If all rationalagents
are moved by the moral law and if a consequentialistnormativeprinciple provides the matter of the moral law, then it would apply in
the relevantsense to all rationalagents.There is nothingintrinsicabout
consequentialistprincipleswhich entails that they apply only to those
who share certain (for example, human) traits.If moral principlesdo
indeed provide motivating reasons for all rational agents (in some
Kantian sense), then the correct consequentialist principle would
providemotivatingreasonsfor all rationalagents.Kanthas providedno
reason for believing that the content of the moral law must be a
non-consequentialist
principle.
(iii) Finally,and this is the most importantpoint for Kant,we have
direct access in our experienceof moralmotivationto a capacityof the
will which is at odds with the demands of self-love. When confronted
with the self-evident demands of duty (as outlined in (i) above) we
know that we can act contraryto our interestand in conformitywith
the moral law. It is only because of this capacityto act contraryto our
self-interestand in conformitywith,the moral law that we experience
the moral emotions (1788: 98-100). And it is only because of this
non-egoisticcapacityof the will that transgressionsof the morallaw are
culpable(1788: 37-38, 97-98, 100).
Accordingto Kant:If we act morallywe are motivatedby something
other than our self-interesteddesires (1785: 397-400). But reason,in
its normal means-ends capacity, presupposes some antecedent selfinterested desire of the agent (1788: 21-25). The principles of
empiricalmeans-endsreason are hypotheticalimperatives,ratherthan
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the categoricalimperativesof morality.Thus, our experience of the
moral ought shows us that reason also has a "higherpurpose"(1788:
61-62). It proves that pure reason can be practical:it can guide us
independentlyof our empirical (self-interested)desires (1788: 121).
The imperativesof moralityare not based on a surveyof our empirical
desires,because moralimperativesapply to all rationalbeingswhatever
their self-interesteddesires happento be. The characterof the will that
makes a priori categoricalimperativespossible is thus, accordingto
Kant, noumenalfreedom (a free will) and conversely,that we experience being motivatedby categoricalimperativesis evidence that we in
fact possess noumenalfreedom(a free will) (1788: 29, 120-121). As a
corollary,throughmoralmotivationwe have access to (practicalknowledge of) our intelligibleselves and our noumenalfreedom (1788: 94).
As we shall see below, there are gaps in this argument;but this rough
will do for now.
characterization
VI. CONSEQUENTIALISM

AND THE MORAL LAW

If Kant is to establishhis thesis that the moral law must determinethe
will in virtueof its form alone, and therebyrule out utilitarianism,then
his third argumentmust do all the work. This last argument,however,
presupposesthe truthof psychologicalhedonism:it presupposesthat all
motivesother thanthe moralmotiveare ultimatelygroundedin a desire
for pleasure.
Kantwrites,
The determiningground of choice consists in the conception of an object and its
relationto the subject,wherebythe facultyof desire is determinedto seek its realization. Such a relationto the subjectis called pleasurein the realityof an object, and it
must be presupposedas the conditionof the possibilityof the determinationof choice
(1788:21).

Accordingto Kant,we can not make sense of an agent'smotivationto
seek an object without assumingthat the agent is determined(caused)
to seek the object because it will give pleasure.This is so "whetherthe
pleasureshave their originin the sense or in the understanding"
(1788:
22-23). Since any desire for an object (an empirical situation) is
grounded in the agent's susceptibility to pleasure and pain, Kant
concludes, "to be happy is necessarilythe desire of any rationalbut
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finite being, and thus an unavoidable determinantof its faculty of
desire"(1788: 25).21
As a consequence of his psychologicalhedonism, Kant maintains
that if universalhappinesswere the determininggroundof the will, then
we would have to presupposethat the agent finds a naturalsatisfaction
in helpingothers.Kantwrites,
the happinessof others may be the object of the will of a rationalbeing, but if it were
the determininggroundof the maxim,not only would one have to presupposethat we
find in the welfare of others a naturalsatisfactionbut also one would have to find a
want such as that which is occasioned in some men by a sympatheticdisposition ...
The materialof the maximcan indeed remainbut cannot be its condition,for then it
would not be fit for a law. The mere form of a law, which limits its material,must be a
conditionfor addingthis materialto the will but not presupposeit as the conditionof
the will (1788: 34).

The happinessof others cannot be the determiningground of the will
because it would then be based on our desire for pleasureand would
thusbe a principleof self-love.
It is interestingto note that in this passageKant explicitlyallows for
the compatibilityof the categorical imperative and a principle of
universalhappiness.Kant'sobjectionis very subtle:the materialof the
maximcan be the happinesof others, but the determiningground(the
motive presupposedby the maxim)must be solely the legislativeform
of the maxim.Only then, he argues,do we avoid maximsof self-love.In
justificationof this point, Kantarguesthatwhen the object of the will of
a rationalbeing is the happinessof others "thedeterminingground of
the will"is that "we find in the welfareof others a naturalsatisfaction
... a want such as that which is occasioned in some men by a
sympatheticdisposition.This want, however, I cannot presuppose in
every rationalbeing"(1788: 34). Since such a determiningground of
the will lacks universality,Kant concludes that it is an unfit moral
motive. It is our capacityto determineour will only by the form of our
maximsthat provides the universalityconstitutiveof moral motivation
(1788: 29).
It follows from Kant'sviews about the psychologyof motivationthat
any empiricalcondition (materialdeterminingground)of the will must
be contingentlybased on pleasure:if the materialof the maximdirectly
determinesthe will, it does so because its realitybringspleasureto the
subjectand it is thus a principleof self-love.Since the moral law is not
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must preconditionand limit an acceptable content. The determining
groundof moralmotivationis the formof the maximalone.
We may reconstructKant'sargumentas follows:(1) There is such a
thingas moral motivationand the morallaw. (2) Moralmotivationand
the morallaw are not based on self-love.(3) The determininggroundof
the will (or motive)of all principleswith materialcontent is a desire for
pleasure,i.e. they are based on self-love (1788: 22). Thus, from (2) and
(3), (4) all materialprinciples are unfit for the moral law. (5) If we
subtract(or abstract)all of the materialcontent of a principle,then all
that is left is its legislativeform (or law as such) (1788: 26-29). Thus,
from (1), (4), and (5), (6) the moralwill is determinedby the legislative
form of its maximsalone. (7) Moral principlesapply universallyto all
rationalbeings (1788: 20-21; 1785: 389). Thus, from (6) and (7), (8)
Moralprinciplesdeterminethe will because of theiruniversallegislative
form; the fundamentallaw of pure practicalreason is "so act that the
maxim of your will could always hold at the same time as a principle
establishinguniversallaw"(1788: 30).
We are interested in conclusion (6). The basic premises which
support (6) are (1), (2), (3), and (5). Premise (3), however is plausible
only if one alreadyaccepts conclusion(6). The argument,thus,begs the
question againstconsequentialistnormativeprinciples.As an example,
consider classicalutilitarianism:roughly,an action is right,requiredby
the moral law, if it tends to lead to the greatestgood for the greatest
number.If one is motivatedby this principle,then one believes that one
ought to advance the good, whetherone likes it or not, whateverthe
consequencesto oneself. Such a principle need not be based on selflove, and yet it has a material content. Indeed, if the determining

groundof a principleis an objectiveend, an end for all rationalbeings
rather than the subjective end of pleasure, then the principle has
materialcontent and it is not based on self-love.Kant'sconclusionthat
the form of the morallaw must determinethe content of the morallaw,
follows only if one accepts the misguided thesis of psychological
hedonism.
When confronted with the phenomena of moral motivation,Kant
should have rejectedpsychologicalhedonism.As a consequenceof his
distinction between the phenomenal and noumenal realms and his
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phenomenal incompatibilism,Kant instead argues for the noumenal
status of moral will. I shall not pursue this argumentand the serious
problemsit raisesfor Kant'smoralphilosophy.22My concernis modern
day neo-Kantianswho assumethatKanthas providedgood groundsfor
rejectingconsequentialism.These theoristswish to developKant'smoral
philosophywithout the cumbersomebaggageof his metaphysicsand I
assumethattheydo not embracephenomenalpsychologicalhedonism.
VII. CONCLUSION

Kant begins by arguingthat if an action is to have moral worth then
the motive, the determiningground of the will, cannot be a dlesirefor
pleasure.Kant concludes that the moral law is purely formal:it determines the will because of its legislativeform alone, and not because of
any materialcontent.We have seen that if the formal/materialdistinction involves only the motive and not the content of the principle of
right,then Kant'sargumentsfor the formalityof the moral law do not
rule out consequentialistprinciples of right. We have also seen that
Kant'stheory of the good is compatiblewith a consequentialistnormative principle.In addition,we have evaluatedthree argumentsfor the
conclusion that the universallegislativeform of the moral law is the
determininggroundof the moral law and seen that in each case Kant's
argumentsare compatiblewith a consequentialistnormativeprinciple.
In addition we have seen that Kant'sconclusion that the form of the
moral law must determineits content depends on his endorsementof
phenomenal psychological hedonism. Finally, I maintain throughout
that Kant was not attemptingto refute all consequentialistnormative
principles;Kant's target was rationalegoism and Kant's problem was
his commitmentto both the existence of moral motivation and the
dubiousdoctrineof psychologicalhedonism.
In this paper, I have not disputedthe deontologicalaspect of Kant's
theory at the foundationalor justificatorylevel; and I have acknowledged that Kant often emphasizesthe non-consequentialistaspects of
common sense morality.The topic of this paper is whetheror not Kant
providedgood groundsfor rejectingconsequentialistnormativetheories:
theories which assert that the basic normativeprinciplerequiresus to
promotecertainends. We have seen that Kant'sfoundationalarguments
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do not provide any good reasons for rejectingconsequentialistnormative theories.23
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